r The vestibular influence on human walking is phase-dependent and modulated across both limbs with changes in locomotor velocity and cadence.
Introduction
Human locomotion is a complex process requiring coordination of both legs to propel the body along the desired trajectory and maintain upright balance (Misiaszek, 2006) . To accommodate both tasks, sensory signals from vision, somatosensory and vestibular sources are integrated, and their contributions to locomotor muscle activity are modulated throughout the different phases of locomotion. In humans, for instance, vestibular contributions to ankle muscle activity occur primarily during the stance phase, when the foot is in contact with the floor and is most effective at contributing to balance control (Iles et al. 2007; Blouin et al. 2011; Dakin et al. 2013) . The magnitude of this vestibulo-muscular coupling changes depending on the characteristics of the locomotor pattern, decreasing with increasing velocity and cadence (Dakin et al. 2013) . Velocity-and cadence-dependent modulation of vestibular coupling is similar across the two limbs, which is expected given the bilateral symmetry of walking (Blouin et al. 2011; Dakin et al. 2013) , and may indicate a coordinated mechanism of vestibular modulation. During everyday walking, however, we can modify the symmetry of our locomotor pattern, such as during turning or walking on uneven terrain, raising the possibility that vestibular contributions to each limb may be, at least partly, controlled independently.
Experimentally, the natural symmetry of walking can be modified to study the (in)dependence of limb locomotor control. During split-belt walking, for example, subjects walk with each foot on a separate belt which is moving at a different velocity. Humans easily adapt to split-belt walking by adjusting each limb's kinematic timing: in the fast limb stance time decreases and swing time increases, while in the slower limb stance time increases and swing time decreases (Dietz et al. 1994; Prokop et al. 1995; Reisman et al. 2005; Choi & Bastian, 2007) . Because of these adaptations, subjects can maintain a one-to-one stepping relationship between limbs. Adaptation to split-belt walking has been proposed to involve processes targeting both limbs either independently or through coordinated bilateral actions. Adapting to one split-belt arrangement (e.g. slow-fast) does not transfer to another (opposite) arrangement, suggesting that split-belt walking is subserved by limb-specific adaptation (Prokop et al. 1995; Choi & Bastian, 2007) . In contrast, factors common between limbs present during normal walking, such as muscle synergies (Olree & Vaughan, 1995; Ivanenko et al. 2006) , are maintained during split-belt walking, implying that split-belt adaptation is, at least partially, bilaterally coordinated (MacLellan et al. 2014) . Regardless of the mechanism (bilateral, unilateral or a combination of the two), sensorimotor adaptation occurs to refine limb-movement during split-belt walking (Vazquez et al. 2015) . This adaptation presumably also involves modification of the vestibular contribution to locomotor activity. Therefore, by characterizing the adaptation of vestibulo-muscular coupling to split-belt walking we will identify how vestibular information is coordinated within each limb to suit the varying demands of walking.
The aim of the current study was to determine whether vestibular-evoked muscle responses are modulated independently within each limb or through a common influence of both limbs. We used a split-belt treadmill to control the velocity (either 0.4 or 0.8 m s −1 ) of each limb during both tied-belt and split-belt walking tasks. Because split-belt walking typically results in limb-specific changes in cadence that differ from tied-belt conditions, subjects walked under the guidance of a metronome to control the timing of heel strike in both limbs. We quantified the vestibulo-muscular coupling in muscles acting around the ankle using an electrically induced vestibular disturbance signal. If the vestibulo-muscular coupling in each limb is modulated independently, each limb should receive vestibular signals appropriate for that limb's kinematics. Under this assumption, we would expect to observe differences within each limb's vestibular-evoked responses only when that limb is moving at different velocities (e.g. the slower limb during split-belt vs. the same limb during faster velocity tied-belt conditions). Alternatively, if vestibulo-muscular coupling is modulated through bilaterally coordinated mechanisms, a bilateral response of intermediate magnitude and timing (between the fast and slow tied-belt conditions) should be expected during split-belt walking.
Methods

Ethical approval
The experimental protocol was explained prior to the experiment and all subjects gave written informed consent. The experiment conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Delft University of Technology's Human Research Ethics Committee.
Subjects
Sixteen healthy subjects [nine men; age 27 ± 4 years, mass 74 ± 12 kg, height 179 ± 12 cm (mean ± SD)] with no self-reported history of neurological or muscular disorders participated in this study.
Stimulus
In the present study, we used a continuous electrical vestibular stimulus to deliver an isolated vestibular disturbance to subjects during all trials while they walked on a treadmill. Coupling between the vestibular stimulus and muscle activity was quantified over the walking cycle to determine the magnitude and timing of the vestibular contribution to ongoing muscle activity. Responses evoked by electrical vestibular stimulation (EVS) have been modelled (Fitzpatrick & Day, 2004 ) based on the anatomical distribution of afferents within the labyrinth and the assumption that both otoliths and semicircular afferents are affected by the electrical stimulus (Goldberg et al. 1984; Kim & Curthoys, 2004) . When delivered in a binaural bipolar configuration with the head facing forward, the electrical stimulus evokes a perceived angular velocity (Peters et al. 2015) about an axis directed posteriorly and superiorly by 18 deg relative to the Reid's plane (Fitzpatrick & Day, 2004; . During standing balance, this stimulus configuration results in a postural roll response in the frontal plane (Lund & Broberg, 1983; Britton et al. 1993; Mian & Day, 2014; Forbes et al. 2016) . Although it remains unclear whether the postural responses are evoked by stimulation of both otolith and semicircular canals afferents (Mian et al. 2010; Cohen et al. 2012; Curthoys & Macdougall, 2012; Reynolds & Osler, 2012) , we are only interested in the net influence of the stimulus on lower limb muscle activity and will not examine the separate contributions from the different vestibular end organs.
The electrical stimulus was provided to subjects using carbon rubber electrodes (about 9 cm 2 ) in a binaural bipolar arrangement. The electrodes were coated with Spectra 360 electrode gel (Parker Laboratories, Fairfield, NJ, USA) and secured over the subject's mastoid processes using an elastic headband. The electrical stimulus was delivered with an isolated constant-current stimulation unit (STMISOLA, Biopac, Goleta, CA, USA). All subjects were exposed to the same realization of the stimulus: a bandwidth-limited stochastic EVS (0-25 Hz, zero-mean low-pass filtered white noise, 25 Hz cutoff, zero lag, fourth-order Butterworth, peak amplitude of 4.5 mA, root mean square 1.1 mA) lasting either 8 or 16 min and created with Matlab software (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The stimulus bandwidth (0-25 Hz) was chosen to characterize the entire frequency response of vestibular-induced modulation in lower limb muscle activity (Dakin et al. 2007 . The stimulus amplitude was chosen to evoke a measurable muscle response while ensuring subject comfort. With the exception of three subjects, participants had never experienced EVS prior to participating in this experiment.
Protocol
Subjects walked barefoot on an instrumented split-belt treadmill with two 0.5 m wide belts (Y-Mill, Motekforce Link, Culemborg, The Netherlands) programmed to move at belt velocities of either 0.4 or 0.8 m s −1 (i.e. 'slow' and 'fast'). The belt velocities were chosen to replicate the conditions used by Dakin et al. (2013) . Subjects performed baseline tied-belt conditions (both belts moving at the same velocity) first at 0.4 and then at 0.8 m s −1 for 8 min each (Fig. 1A) . Following the baseline walking, subjects performed a split-belt condition for 16 min, with one belt moving at 0.4 m s −1 (i.e. the 'slow' limb) and the other moving at 0.8 m s −1 (i.e. the 'fast' limb) in order to assess the independence of vestibular coupling across limbs. The slow and fast limbs were chosen randomly across subjects. Immediately after split-belt walking, subjects performed an additional post-adaptation tied-belt condition with both belts moving at 0.4 m s −1 (Fig. 1A) .
Typically, during split-belt studies walking cadence is unconstrained, and therefore subjects adopt a modified stride time (i.e. cadence) that can differ widely from Step-symmetry [-] 
Figure 1. Experimental protocol, kinematic measures and EMG profiles
The fast and slow limb designations were defined based on the split-belt condition; during tied-belt conditions both limbs (slow and fast) moved at the same speed (i.e. 0.4 or 0.8 m s −1 ) while their designations of 'slow' and 'fast' are maintained for comparison to split-belt responses. A, kinematic and EMG responses were recorded during tied-belt walking, during the adaptation (i.e. 0-8 min) and steady-state (i.e. 8-16 min) phases of split-belt walking, and during post-adaptation tied-belt walking. The horizontal grey filled bars are used to represent the different conditions and limb combinations, similar to Figs 2 and 3. B, group-averaged locomotion kinematic parameters (error bars represent SEM; n = 16) for the fast (blue) and slow (red) limbs. Significant differences ( * * * P < 0.001, * P < 0.05) between steady-state split-belt and tied-belt conditions are shown with horizontal lines. C, averaged muscle activity and vertical belt force (Z-force) profiles for slow and fast limbs during the tied-(solid lines) and steady-state split-belt (dashed lines) conditions. Relative to the split-belt conditions (dashed lines), velocity-matched tied-belt responses are plotted as solid lines in the same colour and velocity-unmatched tied-belt responses are plotted as solid lines in a lighter colour (light blue and orange). Insets show the mean integrated electromyography (iEMG) and highlight significant differences ( * * * P < 0.001, * * P < 0.01) primarily between split-belt and velocity-unmatched tied-belt conditions (error bars represent SEM; n = 16). Phase-dependent modulation of muscle activity for each limb during the split-belt condition better matched the velocity-matched tied-belt condition. All data are aligned to the heel strike of each limb separately. For reference, shaded lines in the Z-force plot are from the contralateral limb aligned to heel strike of the respective limb. EVS, electrical vestibular stimulation; mGAS, medial gastrocnemius; SOL, soleus; TA, tibialis anterior; SEM, standard error of the mean.
both tied-belt conditions depending on the chosen belt speeds (Reisman et al. 2005; MacLellan et al. 2014) . Modified cadence is known to affect the magnitude of the vestibulo-motor coupling (Dakin et al. 2013) . Therefore, we performed a pilot study with five subjects (two were also part of the main group of 16) who were instructed to walk at a self-selected pace (unconstrained cadence) in order to estimate the variation in a participant's cadence and its influence on vestibulo-muscular coupling in the medial gastrocnemius muscle in both our tied-and split-belt conditions. Mean cadence during the unconstrained 0.4 m s −1 tied-belt condition was 77 ± 14 steps min -1 and increased to 100 ± 10 and 90 ± 16 steps min -1 during the unconstrained 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt and split-belt conditions, respectively. This range of cadence was similar to that used by Dakin et al. (2013) . Across the split-belt and tied-belt conditions, we found modulation of vestibulo-muscular coupling (EVS-EMG coherence; see Signal analysis). In the slow limb, for example, the peak magnitude of vestibulo-muscular coupling during split-belt walking (0.13 ± 0.04) was lower than the 0.4 m s −1 tied-belt condition and higher than the 0.8 m s tied-belt condition (18 ± 2%). Because both velocity and cadence modulate vestibulo-motor coupling (Dakin et al. 2013) , we were unable to interpret these changes in vestibulo-muscular coupling during split-belt walking with changes in walking velocity. Consequently, all experiments were performed with subjects (n = 16) guided by a metronome at 78 steps min -1 to control the heel strike of both limbs in all walking conditions. This cadence was chosen to replicate the conditions used by Dakin et al. (2013) .
All trials were performed while subjects received stochastic EVS and a total of 309 and 618 strides per limb were collected during tied-belt and split-belt conditions, respectively. Subjects wore a safety harness attached to the ceiling that did not provide additional support. Instructions were given for subjects to keep their eyes open and not to touch the handrails during any of the trials. Subjects maintained a relatively constant head orientation with their Reid's plane 18 deg nose up from horizontal by keeping a headgear-mounted laser on a target located 3 m in front of them. At least two experimenters were present at all times to ensure this instruction was followed. The head position was chosen to maximize the amplitude of vestibulo-motor balance responses in the medio-lateral directions (Fitzpatrick & Day, 2004; Cathers et al. 2005; Fitzpatrick et al. 2006) .
Instrumentation
Ground reaction forces were measured by force plates (Motekforce Link, Culemborg, The Netherlands) integrated in the treadmill, digitized at a frequency of 2000 Hz and low-pass filtered offline (32 Hz cutoff, zero lag, fourth-order Butterworth). Surface electromyography (EMG) (Delsys Bagnoli Systems, Delsys Boston, USA) was collected bilaterally from three muscles: medial gastrocnemius (mGAS), soleus (SOL) and tibialis anterior (TA). Although these muscles probably have a stronger contribution to anterior-posterior control during locomotion compared to the medio-lateral control required to counter the vestibular disturbance induced by stochastic EVS, they contribute to medio-lateral components of ground reaction forces and torso acceleration during undisturbed walking (Pandy et al. 2010) . More importantly, these muscles were chosen due to the sensitivity of their vestibulo-muscular coupling responses to walking velocity (Dakin et al. 2013) . EMG signals were pre-amplified (×1000), band-pass filtered (20-450 Hz) and digitized along with force-plate data at 2000 Hz using a PCI-6229 AD card (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) programmed using xPC-target software (MathWorks). The same card was used to generate an analog signal at 2000 Hz for synchronization with the motion capture system. Three-dimensional kinematics were recorded using a six-camera motion capture system (PTI Visualeyez, PhoeniX Technologies Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada) at 100 Hz. A three-LED marker cluster was placed on each foot and marker data were low-pass filtered offline (4 Hz cutoff, zero lag, fourth-order Butterworth).
Signal analysis
Signal analysis was divided into two parts: (1) a locomotion analysis, evaluating limb kinematics and muscle activity, and (2) a vestibulo-muscular analysis, evaluating the coupling between the vestibular stimulus (i.e. EVS) and muscle activity (i.e. EMG). In the locomotion analysis, we used the first 8 min (i.e. 0-8 min) of split-belt walking, which we define as the adaptation phase, to evaluate the locomotor adaptation that was expected to occur. Similarly, we used the 8 min of post-adaptation tied-belt walking to evaluate the de-adaptation that was expected to occur immediately following split-belt walking. Finally, we used the second 8 min of the split-belt condition, which we define as the steady-state phase, to establish whether the kinematics and muscle activity of each limb were similar to the velocity-matched tied-belt condition. In our vestibulo-muscular analysis, we first evaluated whether the vestibular influence on muscle activity is modulated independently within each limb. For this, we compared J Physiol 595.6 vestibulo-muscular coupling responses within each limb during the steady-state phase of split-belt walking to both tied-belt conditions. We then evaluated how vestibular signals contribute to the adaptation and de-adaptation of locomotor activity evoked by split-belt walking. For this we compared a group pooled estimate of the stride-by-stride changes in vestibulo-muscular coupling (see Vestibulo-muscular coupling) to the group mean kinematic and muscle activity changes that occurred during the adaptation and post-adaptation phases.
Limb kinematics and EMG. Force-plate data were used to identify heel strike (when vertical force exceeded 10 N) and toe off (when vertical force decreased below 10 N) for each stride. From these estimates the mean stride and swing times for each limb were calculated during both tied-belt conditions and the steady-state phase of the split-belt condition. The stance time (i.e. stride time -swing time) was multiplied by the belt velocity to estimate the limb excursion, which is defined as the distance travelled by the foot marker from heel strike to toe off. To compare muscle activity from each limb across the tied-belt and steady-state split-belt conditions, the rectified EMG was integrated (iEMG) over the stride cycle. Prior to integration, each rectified EMG signal was normalized to the maximum amplitude across the split-belt and two tied-belt conditions. Measures of limb kinematics and muscle activity (stride time, swing time, limb excursion and iEMG) were compared across walking conditions to ensure that limb behaviour in the steady-state phase of split-belt walking was not significantly different from that of the velocity-matched tied-belt conditions.
To assess the locomotor adaptation that was expected to occur within the first half (0-8 min) of split-belt walking, we calculated stride-by-stride changes in step symmetry and muscle activity using the kinematic and EMG data, respectively.
Step symmetry was defined as the difference between step lengths of the fast and slow limbs, normalized to their sum for comparison across subjects (Reisman et al. 2005 ). The step length of each limb was defined as the distance between the two foot marker clusters at heel strike of that limb. The position of each cluster was calculated as the mean of the three LEDs making up that cluster. A step symmetry of 0 indicates symmetric walking and a step symmetry less than zero indicates that the slow step is longer than the fast step. Stride-by-stride changes in muscle activity were evaluated using iEMG as well as the timing of peak muscle activity obtained from the rectified and low-pass filtered (80 Hz cutoff, zero lag, fourth-order Butterworth) EMG. At the onset of split-belt walking, the differing belt speeds evoke an initial asymmetry between left and right step lengths as well as increased muscle activity in both limbs. Over time, step lengths are gradually corrected to restore symmetric step lengths and muscle activity decreases.
This adaptation of locomotion behaviour is thought to be indicative of feedforward error-correction mechanisms that occur during split-belt walking (Morton & Bastian, 2006) , which, because of decreasing muscle activity, is driven in part by energy minimization (Finley et al. 2013) . Effectively, the nervous system is hypothesized to possess an internal forward model of limb dynamics to predict the sensory consequences of movement (Kawato et al. 1987; Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994) . Deviations from this prediction are considered movement errors, which can be corrected for by modifying subsequent movements, a process that is thought to indicate the updating of the forward model to adapt the motor output to the locomotor task (i.e. walking with differing belt speeds).
To confirm that adaptation had occurred and reached a plateau during the first half (0-8 min) of split-belt walking, we examined the duration of adaptation for each subject using the methods described by Malone & Bastian (2010) . Briefly, adaptation was considered complete when step symmetry in five consecutive strides fell between the range (mean ± SD) defined by the last 30 strides of the first half of split-belt walking. Because conscious correction of step asymmetries can accelerate split-belt adaptation (Malone & Bastian, 2010) , we expected that by controlling cadence using a metronome the duration of adaptation would decrease compared to traditional split-belt studies. To evaluate the symmetry of walking across conditions, step symmetry was also calculated over the last 10 strides of both tied-belt conditions and the first 10 strides of the steady-state phase of split-belt walking (8-16 min).
Step symmetry was also calculated over the last 10 strides of the steady-state phase of split-belt walking to determine if the asymmetry had changed throughout steady-state phase split-belt walking. We also examined the duration of adaptation from the iEMG and peak EMG timing responses with the same approach used for step symmetry. The duration of iEMG adaptation was used to confirm that muscle activity progressively decreased during adaptation (Finley et al. 2013; MacLellan et al. 2014) . Both the duration of iEMG and peak EMG timing adaptation were used to examine whether changes in vestibulomotor responses were driven by general changes in muscle activity (see Data reduction and statistical analysis). Similarly, we estimated the duration of de-adaptation for step symmetry, iEMG and peak EMG timing during post-adaptation tied-belt walking using the same techniques used for the adaptation phase of split-belt walking.
Vestibulo-muscular coupling. To identify the expected coupling between the vestibular input stimulus (i.e. EVS) and stimulus-induced muscle activity (EMG) throughout the locomotor cycle (Blouin et al. 2011; Dakin et al. 2013) , we computed the time-dependent coherence [C(τ,f)] and gain [G(τ,f) ] between EVS and the rectified EMG signals using a time-frequency approach (Zhan et al. 2006; Blouin et al. 2011 ) using eqns (1) and (2), respectively:
where P xy (τ,f ) (τ and f denote the stride time and frequency, respectively) is the time-dependent cross-spectrum between the EVS and rectified EMG, and P xx (τ,f ) and P yy (τ,f ) are the time-dependent autospectra of the EVS and rectified EMG, respectively. Although coherence is more commonly used to evaluate changes in vestibulo-muscular coupling (Dakin et al. 2007 (Dakin et al. , 2013 Reynolds, 2010 Reynolds, , 2011 Luu et al. 2012; Forbes et al. 2014) , we also evaluated gain to ensure that coherence was not modulated (i.e. decreased) simply because of the increase in non-vestibular input to the motoneuron pool (i.e. general increase in EMG magnitude) at higher limb velocities (Dakin et al. 2013) . Gain, unlike coherence, is not normalized by the EMG power spectrum and therefore is not expected to decrease even if non-vestibular input leads to increasing EMG magnitude. Similar to previous studies (Blouin et al. 2011) , we found that the magnitude and timing of gain and coherence were similarly modulated throughout the stride cycle and across the three walking conditions (0.4 and 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt and steady-state split-belt). This suggests that vestibular response amplitudes are not purely dependent on the level of excitation of the motoneuron pool. As a result, we present only the coherence data to describe changes in vestibulo-muscular coupling.
Time-dependent coherence was calculated using the continuous Morlet wavelet decomposition. Prior to estimating coherence, both EVS and EMG signals were cut into strides synchronized on the heel strike of each limb separately. Therefore, all figures depicting responses across the locomotion cycle are specific to the stride cycle of each limb (i.e. the fast and slow limb). We chose to align the data on each limb's heel strike to provide a comparable measure of coherence timing across all conditions within a limb. To avoid distortion in the coherence estimates at either end of the signals, each stride was padded with data from the previous (50%) and subsequent (50%) strides. EMG signals were full-wave rectified (Dakin et al. 2014) and both EVS and EMG were low-pass filtered (80 Hz cutoff, zero lag, fourth-order Butterworth) and resampled at 200 Hz. To account for stride-to-stride variability, stride duration was normalized in time by resampling the data with respect to the average stride duration across trials. This stride duration normalization was performed on the autospectra of stochastic EVS and EMG, as well as on their cross-spectrum.
From our data, it is not possible to track vestibulo-muscular coupling throughout the adaptation phase with a stride-by-stride resolution, since it has been previously shown that this would require data from approximately 225 subjects to obtain a reliable estimate of EVS-EMG coherence for each stride (Blouin et al. 2011) . Nevertheless, by averaging data from all 16 subjects over a window of 15 strides, we were able to evaluate a single group-pooled estimate of vestibulo-muscular coupling using 240 stride cycles per window (16 subjects × 15 strides). We used an overlapping moving window to estimate the stride-by-stride changes in EVS-EMG coherence throughout walking and acknowledge that coherence from each stride window reflects an average over 15 strides that aligns with the median stride within each window. This group-pooled estimate of stride-by-stride vestibulo-muscular coupling was used to assess the vestibular contribution to muscle activity during the adaptation phase of split-belt walking and the post-adaptation phase of the subsequent tied-belt condition. The duration of adaptation of peak coherence magnitude and timing was estimated with a similar approach as used for step symmetry. To account for the increased variability associated with the pooled estimate of coherence, the number of steps used to estimate the range (mean ± SD) of adaptation completion was expanded from 30 to 50 strides.
Data reduction and statistical analysis
Limb kinematics and EMG. The limb kinematics and EMG of split-belt walking were first analysed to verify that the locomotion characteristics during the steady-state phase (8-16 min) of split-belt walking were equivalent to the velocity-matched tied-belt conditions. Comparisons were made across the steady-state split-belt and the two tied-belt conditions using a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA on all limb-specific kinematic and EMG parameters (swing time, limb excursion and iEMG) and step symmetry. When significant differences were observed, we performed pairwise comparisons (paired t-tests, Bonferroni corrected) to decompose the main effect between the steady-state split-belt and each tied-belt condition. Because cadence was controlled using a metronome during all conditions, we expected to observe significant limb-specific differences in locomotion behaviour between split-belt and velocity-unmatched A separate paired t-test was also used to compare step symmetry at the beginning and end of the steady-state phase of split-belt walking to confirm that subjects maintained a consistent walking pattern.
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Vestibulo-muscular coupling. EVS-EMG coherence was used to identify the phase-dependent coupling between stochastic EVS and muscle activity throughout the locomotion cycle. Significant coupling was defined on a subject-by-subject basis as phases in the stride cycle when EVS-EMG coherence exceeded a confidence limit set at P = 0.01 using the number of strides (n = 309). This corresponds to a coherence of 0.015 and was chosen because it better represents an α-level of 0.05 given the bi-dimensional (time-frequency) nature of these correlations (Blouin et al. 2011) . We extracted the magnitude and timing of the peak time-dependent coherence across all frequencies during the stance phase only. These two parameters are thought to reflect the functional contribution of a muscle's response to a vestibular disturbance over the locomotor cycle (Blouin et al. 2011; Dakin et al. 2013) . We limited our analysis to the stance phase because EVS-EMG coupling in the measured ankle muscles is modulated with belt velocity primarily during this locomotion phase (Dakin et al. 2013) .
Repeated-measures multivariate ANOVA was used to test for significant differences across the three walking conditions (0.4 and 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt and steady-state split-belt) using the magnitude and timing of peak coherence for all muscles within each limb. When significant differences were observed, we performed multivariate post hoc analyses using paired Hotelling's t-square tests (Bonferroni corrected) to decompose the main effect between the steady-state split-belt and each tied-belt condition. Across the two tied-belt conditions, we expected to find velocity-dependent EVS-EMG coupling similar to what has been reported previously (Dakin et al. 2013) . For each multivariate post hoc that was significant, we also determined whether this difference was caused by peak coherence magnitude, timing or both using a univariate analysis (Bonferroni corrected). If, as we hypothesize, the vestibular contribution to lower limb muscle activity is modified within each limb independently, we anticipated significant differences between only velocity-unmatched split-belt and tied-belt responses [i. . In contrast, if the vestibular contribution is modulated through bilateral action of the limbs then we anticipated significant differences between split-belt and both tied-belt responses. A significance level of 0.05 was used for all analyses and all statistical tests were performed using SPSS22 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).
Finally, we compared the group-pooled estimates of EVS-EMG coupling with step symmetry, iEMG and peak EMG timing responses during the adaptation and post-adaptation phases. We extracted the magnitude and timing of peak coherence from both limbs during the stance phase for each pooled stride window (15 strides) and plotted these, together with step symmetry, iEMG and peak EMG timing, with respect to the stride number from the onset of split-belt walking. Because coherence was estimated across overlapping windows of 15 strides, the stride-by-stride coherence responses were plotted relative to the median stride number within a window, such that the first window was aligned at stride 8. Our aim was to determine if the vestibular contributions to locomotor activity are adapted over a short or long time course, where the latter is observed in step symmetry and muscle activity (Reisman et al. 2005; Finley et al. 2013) . If adaptation in vestibulo-muscular coupling is due to the updating of a forward model involved in adapting step symmetry (Morton & Bastian, 2006) and/or due to general changes in EMG (magnitude and timing), then we would expect to see a similar adaptation time course in both EVS-EMG coherence and step symmetry and/or EVS-EMG coherence and muscle activity (magnitude and timing), respectively. In addition, we would expect to observe lasting effects of vestibular influences on locomotor activity after adaptation. Alternatively, if vestibular contributions to locomotor activity are modulated as part of the ongoing sensorimotor control loop to the limbs, then velocity-dependent changes in EVS-EMG coherence should occur rapidly during split-belt walking, with minimal aftereffects following adaptation.
Results
Limb kinematics and EMG during split-belt walking are gradually adapted to mimic velocity-equivalent tied-belt walking Subjects maintained a consistent locomotor pattern in time with the metronome and did not lose balance during all trials, despite the presence of stochastic EVS or the locomotor adaptation required for split-belt walking. For all subjects, step symmetry plateaued within the first 8 min of split-belt walking (mean 128 strides 3 min, range 22-262 strides 0.5-6.7 min). Similarly, muscle activity (iEMG) progressively decreased during split-belt walking adaptation; the mean duration of adaptation varied across muscles and limb velocities, but ranged between ß40 and 100 strides (Table 1 ). In addition, the mean duration of adaptation for the peak EMG timing ranged on average between ß20 and 70 strides, also depending on muscle and limb velocity (Table 1) . After the adaptation phase (0-8 min) of split-belt walking, subjects exhibited slightly asymmetric step lengths (negative mean step symmetry), unlike the near zero step symmetry observed during both tied-belt walking conditions ( Fig. 1 ; Table 2 ). This asymmetry was maintained throughout the split-belt paradigm: step symmetry was not significantly different between the beginning and end of the steady-state These duration estimates were derived from step symmetry, iEMG magnitude, peak EMG timing, peak coherence magnitude and peak coherence timing. The fast and slow limb designations were defined based on the split-belt condition; during the post-adaptation tied-belt condition both limbs (slow and fast) moved at the same speed (i.e. 0.4 m s −1 ) while their designations of 'slow' and 'fast' are maintained for comparison with split-belt responses. Values are means ± SEM (n = 16) for step-symmetry, iEMG and peak EMG timing. Duration values for peak coherence magnitude and timing were extracted from the group-pooled time-frequency coherence estimates and therefore n = 1. mGAS, medial gastrocnemius; SOL, soleus; TA, tibialis anterior; SEM, standard error of the mean.
phase (8-16 min) of split-belt walking (beginning, −0.06 ± 0.04; and end, −0.06 ± 0.03; t 15 = 0.09, P = 0.926). During the post-adaptation phase, asymmetry in step length washed out quickly and step symmetry plateaued after an average of 82 strides (range 10-250 strides 0.25-6.5 min). Similarly, both iEMG and peak EMG timing returned to normal levels within ß20-80 and ß20-40 strides, respectively, depending on muscle and limb velocity (Table 1) . These kinematic and EMG responses demonstrate the typical adaptation (and de-adaptation) that is expected to occur due to split-belt walking. Steady-state split-belt walking, and both tied-belt walking conditions, produced robust and significant changes in limb excursion and swing time across walking conditions in the fast limb and slow limb ( Fig. 1; Table 2 ). Overall, when a limb was moving at 0.8 m s −1 , limb excursion was ß82% larger and swing time was ß20% longer relative to the 0.4 m s −1 velocity. Post hoc analyses of the fast limb responses revealed that limb excursion during split-belt walking was larger (81 ± 5%) relative to the velocity-unmatched 0.4 m s −1 tied-belt condition, but not significantly different from the velocity-matched 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt condition (Table 2) . However, swing time in the fast limb during the split-belt condition was longer than both 0.4 m s −1 velocity-unmatched (23 ± 8%) and velocity-matched 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt conditions (2 ± 3%), but the difference compared to the latter was small. Post hoc analyses of the slow limb responses revealed that both limb excursion and swing time during split-belt walking decreased (45 ± 4 and 15 ± 4%, respectively) relative to the velocity-unmatched 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt condition, but were not different from the velocity-matched 0.4 m s −1 tied-belt condition.
Phase-dependent modulation of EMG was observed across all recorded muscles, and muscle activity generally increased at higher belt velocities (Fig. 1C) . We found a significant effect of walking condition on the iEMG of all muscles in both the fast limb and the slow limb ( Fig. 1; Table 2 ). Post hoc analyses of fast limb mGAS, J Physiol 595.6 The fast and slow limb designations were defined based on the split-belt condition; during tied-belt conditions both limbs (slow and fast) moved at the same speed tied-belt condition, but not significantly different from the velocity-matched 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt condition (Table 2) . Similarly, post hoc analyses of slow limb mGAS and SOL muscles revealed that iEMG during split-belt walking was smaller (39 ± 16 and 31 ± 12%, respectively) relative to the velocity-unmatched 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt condition, but not significantly different from the velocity-matched 0.4 m s −1 tied-belt condition. In contrast, the slow limb TA muscle was significantly different from both tied-belt responses, being larger (19 ± 14%) than the velocity-matched 0.4 m s −1 tied-belt condition and smaller (10 ± 10%) than the velocity-unmatched 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt condition. Overall, these kinematic and EMG responses suggest that the movement and muscle activity of the slow and fast limbs during steady-state metronome-controlled split-belt walking closely mimicked their velocity-matched tied-belt conditions.
Vestibulo-muscular coupling during steady-state split-belt walking mimics velocity-matched tied-belt walking
Consistent with previous results (Dakin et al. 2013) , phase-dependent EVS-EMG coupling was present in all recorded muscles for all subjects (see Fig. 2 for a single subject's mGAS and Fig. 3 for the group average of all muscles). EVS-EMG coupling was prominent throughout the stance phase in all three muscles but muscle-specific variations in the timing of peak coherence were observed: peak coherence occurred early-mid stance in mGAS, mid-late stance in SOL and late stance in TA (Fig. 3) .
During both tied-and split-belt walking, increasing belt velocity produced robust changes in the coupling between the EVS and muscle activity. EVS-EMG coherence from a single subject's mGAS muscles illustrates this modulation (Fig. 2) . Across tied-belt conditions, walking at 0.8 m s −1 decreased peak coherence by 34% and advanced the timing of the peak 13% (i.e. 200 ms) earlier in the stride cycle relative to walking at 0.4 m s −1 . Similar velocity-dependent modulation of EVS-EMG coherence was observed during the steady-state phase of split-belt walking (i.e. 8-16 min). In the fast limb, peak coherence decreased by 52% and occurred 15% (225 ms) earlier in the stride cycle relative to the same limb during the 0.4 m s −1 velocity-unmatched tied-belt condition. In the slow limb, the opposite response [i.e. peak coherence increased by 50% and occurred 18% (270 ms) later in the stride cycle] was observed relative to the 0.8 m s −1 velocity-unmatched tied-belt condition. Coherence magnitude and timing in both the fast and the slow limbs were similar to their velocity-matched tied-belt conditions, differing by less than 18% in magnitude and 2% (35 ms) in timing.
The changes in vestibulo-muscular coupling associated with limb velocity were confirmed in the group data (Figs 3 and 4 ; Table 3 ). We found a significant effect of walking condition (0.4 and 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt and steady-state split-belt) for all muscles in both limbs (Table 4) . When comparing between the two tied-belt velocities, post hoc multivariate analyses revealed that EVS-EMG coherence during 0.8 m s −1 tied-belt walking was significantly different from 0.4 m s −1 tied-belt walking.
Univariate analyses indicated that for the higher belt velocity, vestibular contributions to locomotor activity in ankle muscles (with the exception of the slow limb's SOL) decreased by ß20-50% and occurred ß13-20% (200-310 ms) earlier in the stride cycle (Tables 3 and 4 ). In the slow limb's SOL muscle, coherence magnitude did not differ across belt speeds; however, similar to all other muscles (including the same muscle in the fast limb), peak timing occurred 16 ± 11% (256 ± 181 ms) earlier in the stride cycle when walking at 0.8 m s −1 . These results indicate that at higher belt velocities, vestibular contributions to locomotor activity in ankle muscles decrease and occur earlier in the stride cycle.
Split-belt walking was also associated with changes in vestibulo-muscular coupling specific to the velocity of each limb. Our post hoc multivariate analyses revealed that EVS-EMG coherence during split-belt walking was significantly different from velocity-unmatched tied-belt conditions for all muscles in both limbs. Univariate analyses indicated that peak coherence decreased by ß15-45% and occurred ß13-28% (200-429 ms) earlier in the stride cycle when the limb was moving at a higher belt speed (Tables 3 and 4) . As with our tied-belt comparisons, the slow limb SOL muscle was again the one exception: while coherence magnitude did not differ relative to the 0.8 m s −1 velocity-unmatched tied-belt condition, timing did differ and occurred 13 ± 10% (203 ± 153 ms) earlier in the stride cycle. In contrast, post hoc multivariate analyses revealed that EVS-EMG coupling during split-belt walking was not significantly different from velocity-matched tied-belt conditions for almost all muscles in both limbs. The slow limb mGAS muscle was the one exception and differed from both velocity-unmatched and velocity-matched tied-belt responses. Univariate analyses comparing slow limb mGAS split-belt responses to the 0.4 m s −1 velocity-matched responses indicated that while peak coherence during split-belt walking was 17 ± 12% lower, peak timing did not differ (Tables 3 and 4) .
Vestibulo-muscular coupling is rapidly modulated during split-belt adaptation (and de-adaptation)
The onset of asymmetric belt speeds during split-belt walking produced rapid changes in vestibulo-muscular coupling during the adaptation phase (0-8 min J Physiol 595.6 coherence magnitude demonstrated a high level of variability in both phases of walking that was probably due to the limitation that only a single estimate of stride-by-stride coherence could be obtained from our data. Nevertheless, from the onset of split-belt walking, coherence magnitude was higher in the slow limb compared to the fast limb for all muscles and remained so throughout the majority of the adaptation phase. For the mGAS muscle, peak coherence was initially low and increased to a plateau similar to peak coherence magnitude during steady-state split-belt walking within each limb (Fig. 6C) , possibly indicating a progressive adaptation of vestibulo-muscular coupling. Changes in iEMG across the two limbs occurred rapidly at the onset of split-belt walking, and similar to coherence, plateaued to levels matching steady-state split-belt walking wherein muscle activity was always higher in the slow limb (Fig. 6B ). Despite these similarities, however, the time course of changes in peak coherence was more rapid (ß10-26 stride windows, i.e. 18-34 strides) than the duration of adaptation required for iEMG (ß40-100 strides) or step symmetry (128 strides) to plateau (see Table 1 Colour and grey vertical bars indicate the coherence magnitude for tied-belt and split-belt conditions, respectively, and for illustrative purposes data below the P = 0.01 confidence limit have been set to zero. Because the mean peak coherence in time-frequency plots washes out with averaging due to variance in response timing, the scale of the colour and grey plotting has been limited to 0.1 to improve the display. All data are aligned to the heel strike of each limb separately. Horizontal grey bars above each coherence plot are used to represent the different condition and limb combinations as depicted in Figs 1 and 2.
muscles and Fig. 6 for mGAS responses) . Furthermore, for the other two muscles, we observed no obvious initial change in coherence at the start of split-belt walking (Table 1 ). The timing of peak coherence and peak EMG always occurred earlier in the stride cycle for the fast limb as compared to the slow limb, and both coherence and EMG timing reached values similar to their respective tied-belt and steady-state split-belt responses within each limb ( Fig. 6B and C) . However, the changes in peak coherence timing in all muscles occurred almost immediately (i.e. 13 strides) following the onset of split-belt walking, and contrasted with the gradual change in peak EMG timing that required a greater number of strides to plateau (ß20-70 strides) (see Table 1 for all muscles and Fig. 6 for mGAS responses). During the post-adaptation phase, there were no obvious lasting effects of split-belt adaptation on vestibulo-muscular responses. Both the coherence magnitude and timing for all muscles returned to 0.4 m s −1 tied-belt levels within 13-22 strides (see Table 1 for all muscles and Fig. 6C for mGAS responses). Although immediate changes in step symmetry, iEMG and peak EMG timing were also observed at the onset of the post-adaptation phase, their progressive convergence to 0.4 m s −1 tied-belt levels occurred over a longer time course (ß85, 20-80 and 20-40 strides, respectively) relative to the changes observed in coherence. Overall, these results indicate that vestibulo-muscular coupling is rapidly modulated during locomotor adaptation, and is not entirely dependent upon general changes in EMG magnitude and timing.
Discussion
The primary aim of this study was to determine whether the vestibular contribution to lower limb muscles during locomotion is independently or bilaterally modulated with limb velocity. Subjects walked at a fixed cadence in order to match leg kinematics and muscle activity in each limb during split-belt walking to velocity-matched tied-belt conditions. Under this constraint, we found that the magnitude and timing of vestibular contributions to each limb during steady-state split-belt walking was similar to its velocity-matched tied-belt condition. These results suggest that the vestibular influence on lower limb muscle activity is maintained through independent limb-specific control rather than bilaterally coordinated mechanisms.
Our data also demonstrate that the adaptation of vestibulo-motor response magnitude (i.e. peak coherence) to split-belt walking was established rapidly following the onset of split-belt walking, much faster than the adaptation time course required for step symmetry or muscle activity amplitude to plateau (13-34 vs. 128 or 40-100 strides, respectively). Similarly, the adaptation of vestibulo-motor response timing occurred immediately during split-belt walking, while changes in peak EMG 18.7 ± 1.0 36.3 ± 1.7 SOL 0.15 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.01 42.1 ± 2.2 25.4 ± 3.5 38.6 ± 2.6 TA 0.09 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 42.8 ± 4.6 18.3 ± 2.9 45.2 ± 3.1
The fast and slow limb designations were defined based on the split-belt condition; during tied-belt conditions both limbs (slow and fast) moved at the same speed (i.e. 0.4 or 0.8 m s −1 ) while their designations of 'slow' and 'fast' are maintained for comparison with split-belt responses. Magnitude and timing values are means ± SEM (n = 16).
timing occurred over a more prolonged time course (0-13 vs. 20-70 strides). There were also no lasting effects of split-belt walking on vestibulo-muscular coupling during the post-adaptation phase. These findings suggest that the vestibular modulation of lower limb muscle activity does not adapt via the same forward model mechanisms presumed to contribute to step symmetry and muscle activity adaptation during split-belt walking. They also indicate that these vestibulo-muscular changes are not simply due to general changes in the magnitude or timing of muscle activity. Instead, the rapid adjustment of EVS-EMG coherence indicates that local sensory feedback mechanisms guide the vestibular contribution to locomotor activity.
Rapid limb-specific modulation of vestibulo-muscular coupling during split-belt walking through sensory feedback control
The similarity of vestibulo-muscular coupling during steady-state split-belt walking to each limb's velocitymatched tied-belt response provides evidence that vestibular contributions to locomotor activity of each limb are modulated independently. This independent modulation may be advantageous when adapting to asymmetric changes in locomotion, such as turning or walking on uneven terrain. As one limb moves slower, vestibular contributions can be maintained in the opposing limb without compromising ongoing motor patterns. Similar forms of limb-specific control during split-belt walking have been observed previously: when subjects (adults and infants) walk with the limbs moving in opposite directions (i.e. one forward and one backward) the limbs can adapt separately, whereby the after-effects of adaptation are stored individually for each limb (Yang et al. 2005; Choi & Bastian, 2007) . Central pattern generators (CPGs) in animals (Grillner, 1979; Kiehn, 2006) , and possibly in humans (Calancie et al. 1994; Dimitrijevic et al. 1998; Dominici et al. 2011) , are thought to produce and maintain the separate rhythm and pattern of locomotion in each limb. Support for the independence of these neural networks can be seen in human infants (Yang et al. 2005) and spinalized cats (Forssberg et al. 1980) , both of which can make multiple steps in the fast limb (sometimes up to four in cats) during a single step cycle in the slow limb. Each network is suggested to be controlled and modulated by descending motor commands and sensory feedback from afferent inputs (see reviews by Rossignol et al. 2006; McCrea & Rybak, 2008) , including contributions from descending vestibular signals (Ten Bruggencate & Lundberg, 1974; Leblond & Gossard, 1997; Leblond et al. 1998) . In the present study, we demonstrate that the vestibular signals modulate independently the locomotor activity within each limb depending on its movement velocity. Therefore, we speculate that vestibular signals interact with the separate neural networks for each limb that are involved in (split-belt) locomotion. The potential interaction between vestibular input and limb-specific locomotor networks appears to occur primarily through sensory feedback mechanisms rather than predictive feedforward processes that involve progressive updating of a forward model. This is because limb-specific changes in EVS-EMG coherence during split-belt walking occurred relatively quickly, within 13-34 strides, and we observed no lasting effects on peak coherence magnitude or timing during the post-adaptation phase. This rapid adaptation parallels the observation that heading errors immediately decrease in patients with vestibular deficits (neuritis) and healthy subjects during EVS when running compared to walking (Brandt et al. 1999; Brandt, 2000; Jahn et al. 2000) . They also align with the reported time scales (<30 s) required for the balance system to recognize a discrepancy between vestibular and motor signals (<1 s; Luu et al. 2012) or re-associate modified relationships between these two signals (<30 s; Forbes et al. 2016) . In animals, feedback-driven adaptations are seen in both intact and spinalized cats when the hindlimbs are set to walk on a split-belt treadmill (Forssberg et al. 1980; Frigon et al. 2013) . Stance and swing times are modified immediately in both animal preparations, suggesting that asymmetric sensory feedback evoked by differing limb velocities alters the excitability of neuronal networks within the spinal cord controlling each limb (Frigon et al. 2013) . Predictive feedforward adaptations, in contrast, occur through continued exposure to split-belt walking over a longer time course and lead to aftereffects (Morton & Bastian, 2006; Malone & Bastian, 2010) . Here, step symmetry, iEMG and peak EMG timing plateaued in split-belt walking after approximately 128, 40-100 and 20-70 strides, respectively, and washed out during post-adaptation walking after approximately 89, 20-80 and 20-40 strides, respectively. From a functional perspective, it seems sensible that vestibular sensorimotor adaptation for locomotion precedes changes in muscle activity and subsequent kinematics; sensory information that is adapted to the locomotion task can drive effective changes in muscle activity and related kinematic responses.
Neural substrates for limb-specific sensory feedback modulation of vestibulo-muscular coupling
There are several neural structures that could mediate the observed changes in vestibular drive to lower limb muscle activity and their contributions may not be mutually exclusive. Centrally, cortical activity associated with vestibular sensory processing progressively decreases during imagined walking and running relative to imagined standing (Jahn et al. 2004) , while subcortical activity, thought to be associated with the supraspinal control of locomotion, progressively increases (Jahn et al. 2008) . It remains unclear, however, whether these brain regions exhibit similar velocity-dependent changes during real versus imagined walking. The vestibular nucleus (VN) is a potential site for subcortical modulation as it integrates both vestibular and proprioceptive signals. VN neurons in alert cats modulate in phase with limb kinematics and are thought to govern the extensor muscle activity to counter gravity (Orlovsky, 1972; Matsuyama & Drew, 2000a, b) . Discharge patterns in VN neurons also depend on the overall pattern of interlimb coordination and/or the pattern of activity in a specific limb (Matsuyama & Drew, 2000a) , the latter observation parallelling the results of our study. Moreover, VN neurons that are excited by hindlimb flexion most often increase firing rate during ipsilateral roll rotations, whereas neurons that are excited by hindlimb extension increase firing rate during contralateral head roll (Arshian et al. 2014) . This directional specificity of VN neurons to both vestibular and limb input signals suggests that their integration is functionally relevant (Arshian et al. 2014) , and could be a neural substrate for the limb-specific vestibulo-muscular modulation seen here.
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Peripherally, descending vestibular signals may be modulated through local spinal circuits according to limb-specific somatosensory information. During split-belt walking in humans and animals, somatosensory feedback from limb receptors is thought to contribute to normal and adapted locomotion by modulating the activity of the local spinal circuitry (i.e. CPGs) (Forssberg et al. 1980; Dietz et al. 1994; Prokop et al. 1995; Rossignol et al. 2006; Frigon et al. 2013) . The interaction of these locomotor circuits with vestibular signals in animal studies, however, can yield conflicting interpretations. In cats, vestibulospinal tracts and extensor afferents converge on flexor afferent spinal pathways (Ten Bruggencate & Lundberg, 1974; Leblond & Gossard, 1997) , while their convergence on polysynaptic excitatory pathways to extensor muscles is absent (Leblond & Gossard, 1997 ). In the current study, in contrast, we observed velocity-dependent modulation of both dorsi-flexor (TA) and plantar-flexor (SOL and mGAS) ankle muscles. For humans, vestibular input interacts with the transmission of muscle afferent spinal pathways (facilitating reciprocal Ia inhibition, group I non-reciprocal inhibition and Ia presynaptic inhibitions) (Rossi et al. 1988; Iles & Pisini, 1992; Kennedy & Inglis, 2002) as well as cutaneous afferent spinal pathways (Muise et al. 2012; Thomas & Bent, 2013 In addition to decreasing coherence magnitude (Dakin et al. 2013) , increasing locomotor velocity advanced the timing of peak vestibulo-muscular coupling by ß180-380 ms (12-25%) in the stride cycle in both tiedand split-belt conditions. Vestibular contributions to ankle muscle activity earlier in the stance phase may be beneficial to compensate for the reduced stance time where the muscles in the fast limb can influence the control of balance during locomotion. Because weight transfer (i.e. loading) to the stance limb occurs earlier in the locomotion cycle when the limb is moving faster (see Z-forces in Comparison of mean stride-by-stride step symmetry (n = 16), mean mGAS magnitude (integrated EMG) and timing (peak EMG) (n = 16), and pooled group mGAS peak coherence magnitude and timing during the adaptation phase of split-belt walking and post-adaptation tied-belt walking A, step symmetry is in the opposite direction across the adaptation and post-adaptation phases. Shaded areas represent the SEM (n = 16). B, integrated EMG and peak EMG timing are progressively modulated throughout the adaptation and post-adaptation phases. Shaded areas represent the SEM (n = 16). C, peak mean coherence magnitude and timing were extracted from each stride of the group-pooled coherence estimate over the entire frequency bandwidth (0-25 Hz). The group-pooled coherence was estimated from the group-pooled responses of all subjects (n = 16) over a window of 15 strides for a total of 240 strides per window. Timing data are aligned relative to the heel strike of each limb separately. Vertical lines indicate when adaptation was complete using the duration of adaptation estimate (see Methods). mGAS, medial gastrocnemius.
J Physiol 595.6 Fig. 1C) , the influence of load-related afferent feedback could, at least in part, be responsible for the advance timing in EVS-EMG coherence (Marsden et al. 2002 (Marsden et al. , 2003 . However, this is probably not the only contributing factor because the advancement of peak coherence did not match the reduction in stance time (ß90 ms). Another possible explanation may relate to the earlier rise and larger peak in fast limb muscle activity in the stance phase, which may advance the vestibular contribution within the stride cycle (see Fig. 1C , mGAS and SOL EMG signals). The activation of a muscle, along with its engagement in balance control, is a prerequisite to generate vestibular-evoked responses in appendicular muscles throughout the body (Britton et al. 1993; Fitzpatrick et al. 1994; Luu et al. 2012; Forbes et al. 2015) . Our results suggest, however, that the advanced timing (and magnitude) of EMG levels are unlikely to be a cause for the observed decrease in coherence. First, peak EMG does not always align with peak coherence (see Fig. 3 mGAS and TA responses and Blouin et al. 2011) and, second, changes in the timing of peak coherence during split-belt walking exhibited a more rapid time course compared to changes in peak EMG timing (see Fig. 6 ). Alternatively, previous studies have suggested that the timing of vestibulo-muscular coupling may reflect the functional role of a muscle in responding to the medio-lateral vestibular perturbation (Blouin et al. 2011) , such as ankle stabilization prior to push off or mediolateral placement of the contralateral foot (Bent et al. 2004; Blouin et al. 2011) . Following a similar argument, we suggest that the advanced timing of peak coherence at higher belt velocities may partially compensate for the reduced magnitude in vestibulo-muscular coupling by contributing to medio-lateral postural control earlier in the stride cycle. Whether the magnitude and timing changes observed here reflect different underlying mechanisms cannot be determined from our current results. Nevertheless, we suggest that these two factors (magnitude and timing) are coordinated such that the vestibular influence on a muscle is maintained when it is most beneficial to the lateral stabilization of locomotion. The results of this study indicate that the organization (i.e. magnitude and timing) of vestibulo-motor coupling is retained separately for each limb even when the limbs are moving at different velocities.
Methodological considerations
The use of a metronome to control cadence may limit the parallels drawn between our results and other split-belt studies. Compared to traditional split-belt studies, where cadence is unconstrained, the number of strides required for step symmetry to plateau was smaller (ß128 vs. ß175 strides; Malone & Bastian, 2010) . Instead, the duration of adaptation in our metronome-controlled split-belt walking was comparable to conditions where subjects consciously correct for asymmetries in split-belt walking (ß128 vs. ß100 strides; Malone & Bastian, 2010) . Nevertheless, the observed plateau indicated that adaptation was still required even with the added metronome constraint and that subjects had fully adapted prior to the steady-state phase of split-belt walking (i.e. 8-16 min). Control for cadence, however, was necessary. When subjects were free to walk at their preferred cadence (see Methods), their cadences varied across the tied-belt and split-belt conditions. These condition-dependent variations in limb kinematics introduced confounding factors when comparing vestibulo-muscular coupling across conditions on account of its sensitivity to both locomotor velocity and cadence (Dakin et al. 2013) . Our results indicate that by controlling cadence, the limb kinematics and EMG profile within each limb during split-belt walking corresponded closely to the velocity-matched tied-belt condition. More importantly, under these constraints, changes in limb locomotor velocity induced alterations in the vestibular contribution to locomotor activity.
Conclusions
We have shown that the vestibular contribution to lower limb muscle activity can be independently modulated. During split-belt walking, vestibulo-muscular peak coherence within each limb retains similar magnitude and timing relative their tied-belt velocity-matched condition. At the onset of, and immediately following, split-belt walking, this limb-specific modulation occurs much faster than the adaptation of a forward model for error correction that is presumed to drive changes in muscle activity and step symmetry. Together, these findings demonstrate the CNS's ability to separately modulate the vestibular contribution to each limb during locomotion, a process which is probably facilitated through afferent feedback loops. Limb-specific vestibulo-motor control through ongoing sensorimotor loops may be advantageous in accommodating the variable and asymmetric demands of overground locomotion such as navigating irregular terrain or turning.
